**ATTENTION!**

Are you a musician with the desire and skill to play in front of millions of people (actually tens of people in the JCR)? If so, then please watch for a questionnaire that will be sent by Taylor and Amy in the coming days!

---

**All the Wonderful Things About Being Back at Harvard**

Already wishing you were back on a beach or in some exotic location? Don’t worry, there are so many great things about being back at school that you may have easily forgotten about with all your summer fun!

1. Harvard Time
   Forget about showing up to your internship right at 8am. Now that you’re back in the wonderful land of Harvard Time, you can stroll out the doors of McKinlock at 8am and still make it to your class without being late.

2. Late Mornings
   Who really has class at 8am anyway? If you plan your classes well (and even if you don’t), you can probably sleep in way later than you did over the summer.

3. Bonus Three-Day Weekend
   With the late Labor Day this year, that extra Monday off is no longer wasted as the day before shopping week. Now, just when three days of classes (or two, if you avoid Friday classes) is feeling like way too much, take a break in the middle of shopping week to enjoy the sun, explore Boston, and pretend like it’s summer all over again.

4. Monkey Bread
   Need we say more? The first Masters’ Open House is next Tuesday!
Mystery Movie Quote:

“The flower that blooms in adversity is the most rare and beautiful of them all.”

Cartoon:

After a summer of self-subsisting

AN INCOMING LEVERETT SOPHOMORE TAKES RABBIT TERMINOLOGY LITERALLY

HARE TODAY was able to get in touch with a few of Leverett's new sophomore residents as they moved into their new digs in McKinlock Hall and the towers. Although most members of the Leverett Class of 2018 expressed great contentment with their new house, John Corelli '17 shared a more uncommon emotion with the author of this article: disappointment. "I looked at the house floor plans before I moved in," said Corelli, "and I saw that Leverett has a Rabbit Hole and a G-Hutch. I was so excited to see bunnies everywhere when I moved in!"

Corelli's misunderstanding was reinforced when he saw rabbits at Leverett's housing day events. "Those were great—I walked out thinking I'd have access to them every day," blustered the bewildered pre-med. "I'm planning on taking four MCB labs this semester, and I had already rationalized it by telling myself that I could easily de-stress by walking downstairs to the Rabbit Hole."

The sophomore's ire was only increased when HUDS served its famous Welsh Rarebit for his first dinner in Leverett. Corelli has a rare disease that makes it impossible for him to differentiate between the smells of cheese and meat, and was convinced that the cheese-covered slices of bread were actually chunks of rabbit flesh coated in grotesquely yellow blood. "It was all I could do to walk out and have a good cry in the courtyard," said the unfortunate undergrad.

Fortunately, as Corelli became more comfortable in Leverett House, his confusion has abated. "The housing and community here is still great, and I'm already excited for this year's sophomore outing," opined Corelli, "and Hare Today is the best house newsletter published in all of Harvard! This is still a great place to live.”

Job Postings:

Leverett Theater Drama Team
We are hiring students to revive and sustain theatrical life at Leverett in our newly renovated Old Library Theatre. All interested students should contact levtheatre@gmail.com

Leverett Video Team
We now have a new video camera and are hiring students to be on a Video Team. The primary job would be to serve as a resource for Leverites who use the video camera. Email jpdhaas@fas.harvard.edu if interested.

Leverett A/V Team
We still need a few more students to assist with the A/V system for productions in the new Leverett Library Theater. We hope to have a team of students so that we can cover all events that need A/V equipment. Email jpdhaas@fas.harvard.edu if interested.